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Chapter 1 : Smashwords â€“ Simply Marvelous â€“ a book by Leigh Jarrett
Leigh Jarrett is unabashedly queer, quirky, and passionate. Lover of antique stores, the smell of lye and oil as it turns to
soap, and the sound of ocean breezes passing through the ancient Douglas firs of Vancouver Island's Cathedral Grove.

A fast paced story filled with a slew of characters youll mainly end up not caring about. Annie the MC is an
enigma. You will suffer whiplash trying to understand the motivational forces that drives him to do the things
he does. The main problem I had with the story was that certain life changing decisions seemed to be made at
a whim rather than being carefully thought out before being implemented. Pivotal moments like the villa
incident and instances featuring Curtis Not at all what I expected. My first thought upon finishing the story?
Strangely enough, I developed a soft spot in my heart for Attila But after digesting the story, I realized that is
what makes him so appealing. Truly a wild, all over the place, to hell and back again story worthy of a Jerry
Springer episode To view it, click here. Yes in some parts of the story you tend to get a little bit lost,
especially if you leave and come back to it repeatedly All the obsticles she has to go through to get by day by
day is absolutley insane and then to be basically rejected after all she has done to make Eric happy, of course
she goes through this depression and starts acting on instinct with the whole bar scenario Her relationship with
Curtis is absolutley breath taking, the way they form their bond and how much energy Attila feeds off of him
So I think he got what he deserved and it went to a great cause in the end Over all I give this book 5 stars for
just capturing every moment and obstical that this amazing person had to overcome to survive I would like to
personally thank the Author for writing such an eye opening creative story and in the future I would really like
to see more like this one. I love Curtis with all his mental issues. Atilla is a sensitive soul, but his slutty
attitude is a bit overrated. I think the artist captured Attila perfectly. I tried to be vague here but this might give
some of the story away Parts of it seemed rushed like what happened between Eric and Attila at the villa and I
would have liked to see more of the relationship develop with Curtis. There was so much love there and I
wanted to know how they got that close but I thought the ending was really sweet, even though it sort of
caught me off guard. Apr 30, Dawn rated it it was amazing It will stay with you I Loved loved loved this
book. Attila really had a tough time in life but ended up where he should be. The message in that is very
touching. I Loved reading about the group of friends and what they all went through. I really did not expect
the end but I was so happy the way it ended. The people that deserved a happy ending got it. I would definitely
recommend this book. I could not put it down.
Chapter 2 : Leigh Jarrett | Reedsy
The author mentions that the character, Attila, is put through a lot in this book, and that is definately the case. The story
gave me some insight into gender identity and the struggles someone 'might' go through because of it.

Chapter 3 : Books by Leigh Jarrett (Author of Callum of Drakkar Coven)
Leigh Jarrett is a bestselling Canadian author of LGBTQ Romance. Queer, quirky, and passionate. Lover of antique
stores, the smell of lye and oil as it turns to soap, cathedral groves, and bright colors.

Chapter 4 : Leigh Jarrett - Author of LGBTQ Romantic Fiction
Simply Marvelous by Leigh Jarrett A search for true love and self acceptance. Annie Luka has always been
home-schooled, but she's convinced her mother to let her attend public school for her graduating year.

Chapter 5 : Simply Marvelous (Tekla) (English Edition) - eBooks em InglÃƒÂªs na www.nxgvision.com
Annie Luka has always been home-schooled, but she's convinced her mother to let her attend public school for her
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graduating year. When it is learned that Annie Luka is actually Attila Luka; a beautiful cross-gender guy struggling with
his identity, it tears a small group of friends apart.

Chapter 6 : Leigh Jarrett | LibraryThing
Read "Simply Marvelous" by Leigh Jarrett with Rakuten Kobo. A search for true love and self acceptance. Annie Luka
has always been home-schooled, but she's convinced her mother to.

Chapter 7 : Simply Marvelous by Leigh Jarrett
Leigh Jarrett Loosely based around Tekla Senior High, where the characters in all three books Simply Marvellous, The
Stars On My Arm, and Two Nights A Week meet the friends and lovers that will forever change the course of their lives
long after they've left high school.
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